Dear Lee:

This is a copy of a letter sent you from above address, but addressed wrongly. I am conventioning—attending an interesting meeting on juvenile institution management. Came up yesterday after Ed. meeting. Took a long walk last night studying the crowds in the crowded city. Smiles of the crowds, of course, due to the war situation, boys on leave by the hundreds, their families, girls, etc. So many of the young people lack the background for the rapid changes of scenery they are experiencing. It is a pathetic sight. But there are a lot of fine features, boys who have what the situation calls for, and who are making the most of everything, enriching their lives for future usefulness.

Sam Lowry and Mackenzie were powerhouses for Baltimore in defeat defeat Louisville in the little World Series. The latter goes to Cleveland next year. I hope he makes the grade.

He's setting set for another basketball season.

Dr. Conley and Mr. Neal asked me to send their best to you when I wrote. Here's to you every where and always.

Hers to you every where and always.

Dad